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This paper obtains a low-frequency decomposition of asset returns into 3 components Extent, Composition and Price Sensitivity of Risks. I estimate a multi-factor version of a
standard asset pricing model with time-varying parameters to capture the changes in the
three components mentioned before. The results highlight that there is a lot of heterogeneity
in the time-variation of the 3 components and point to the importance of interaction eects
in analyzing asset returns.
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Introduction

This paper is a statistical inquiry into understanding the time-variation in asset returns in
post-war US data through a lens of a multi-factor asset pricing model. I extend a standard
multi-factor asset pricing model with constant parameters to incorporate time variation
in certain parameters that allows me to infer changes in Extent, Composition and Price
Sensitivity of Risks.

The setup is kept simple to permit the use of a Gibbs Sampler for

estimation and inference. A snapshot of the results to come is the following chart.
Real

Credit

Prices

Extent

Exposure

Sensitivity

This chart has 3 risk factors and 3 attributes of the risk which I are going to focus in the
paper - Extent, Composition and Price-Sensitivity.

Roughly by `Extent'

time variation in the volatility of the risk-factor, by `Composition'

(Φt ),

(Ht )

I mean the

I refer to time-

variation in exposure of the asset to these risk factors and by `Price Sensitivity'

(λt )

I mean

the changing exposure of the stochastic discount factor to the underlying risks.
Together, these quantities will be mapped to the implied Equity Premium and Market Price
of Risk and compared to data.
This paper proposes a Bayesian estimation strategy using a Gibbs sampler to estimate a
these low frequency changes. The structural paramters will be grouped into time-varying
and constant, with a random walk specication for time-varying parameters. As compared
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to the regime switching models , this specication allows for more exibity in the patterns
for how these paramters can evolve over time.
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Motivation

Under the hypothesis of no-arbitrage , economic theory explains asset returns as compensation for bearing risk.

Thus on a conceptual level there are three elements crucial for

description of asset returns :



The Economic Environment : The economic environment is characterized by description of fundamental sources of risk ,information and trading opportunities.

1 For exaple, see Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark (1990), Kandel and Stambaugh (1990), Kandel and Stambaugh
(1991), Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark (1993), Abel (1994), Whitelaw (2000), Lettau, Ludvigson, and Wachter
(2008), Ozoguz (2009), and Ghosh and Constantinides (2010), among others
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The Asset : An asset is characterized by describing its exposure to these fundamental
sources of risk and idiosyncratic risks.



Market Price of Risk : This links the asset returns and economic environment by postulating a price for every source of risk. Generally, This is character ized by a Stochastic
Discount Factor (describing preferences of the marginal consumer) or equivalently by
a Change of Measure (which translates the economic environment such that all assets
earn equal expected returns).

Asset Pricing theory connects these components to explain asset returns.

In a dynamic

environment all these components are subject to change and further the nature of change
can be decomposed by frequency.

At low frequencies there are important changes in all

three components. Changes in policy making, market structure, regulations etc can make
some sources of risk more or less important, changes in technologies, composition of market
participants etc can change the composition of risk for an asset class as a whole and further
changes in risk attitudes, trading opportunities could aect the market price of risk. Some
of these eects are observable but most are only reected in their eect on asset prices.
A natural question which arises is how to exploit the restrictions provided by the theory
to decompose the changes in asset returns into dierent components and gure out which
component accounts for most of the variation at low frequencies.
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A point of departure - Constant Parameter Model

As a point of departure let us focus on a constant parameter model described as below, Let
d
the dividend growth and Mt+1 the stochastic
x denote the undiversiable macro-risks, gt+1
discount factor between t and t + 1.
Model

Labels

Hext

xt = Bxt−1 +
d
gt+1
= Φ0 + Φ1 xt + σd edt+1
log(Mt+1 ) = mt+1 = λ0 + λ1 xt+1

H = Extent of Risk

Φ
λ0 , λ1

= Composition of Risk

= Price Sensitivity of Risk

I use the labels, `Extent' , `Composition' and `Price Sensitivity' motivated by there appearance in this model. The interpretation is natural.
No-Arbitrage implies Et {Mt+1 Rt+1 } = 1
Pt+1 +Dt+1
Using Rt+1 =
, the Price-Dividend Ratio (Zt ) satises
Dt


Z(xt ) = Et M (xt+1 )Gd (xt+1 )(1 + Z(xt+1 ))
In this log-linear setup I can solve for the implied cross-equation restrictions from the
above equation.

zt = P0 + P10 xt
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Let,

A0 (Θ) = λ0 + (λ|1 + κ1 P1| )B0 + k0 − P0 + Φ0
A1 (Θ) = [λ|1 H + k1 P1| H]
A2 (Θ) = (λ|1 + k1 P1| )B1 − P1| + Φ|
I have the following cross-equation restrictions,

A0 (Θ) +

A1 (Θ)| A1 (Θ) σd2
+
=0
2
2
A2 (Θ) = 0

The next two section describe how I extend and estimate this setup to incorporate time
varying components,
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Time varying Parameter Model

Using the same interpretation as before I setup a time-varying parameter model as follows,
Sources of Risks :

Xt = B0 + B1 Xt−1 + Ht ext
Composition of Risks :

d
gt+1
= Φ0,1 + Φ00,t Xt + σd edt+1
Market Price of Risk :

log(Mt+1,t ) = mt+1,t = λ0,t + λ01,t Xt+1
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Estimation Strategy

The ow-chart below details the estimation strategy for the time-varying model setup.
The approach consists of 4 steps
1. STEP 1 : Setup a Statical Model with time-varying parameters
2. STEP 2 : Taking a stand on data and priors partition the model in to convenient
Gibbs blocks. Use the Gibbs sampler to then, estimate the joint posterior over all the
parameters.
3. STEP 3 : Use a version of cross-equation restrictions to map the joint posteriors of
estimated parameters to `Extent'

(Ht ),

`Composition'

(Φt )

and `Price Sensitivity'

(λt )

parameters.
4. SPEP 4 : Map

(Ht , Φt , λt ) to economic objects like Equity Premium and Market Price

of Risk.
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Figure 1:
6

Flow Chart for Estimation Strategy

Statistical Model
Xt = B0 + B1 Xt−1 + Ht ext+1
gd,t+1 = Φ0,t + Φ1,t Xt + σd edt+1
zt = P0,t + P1,t Xt + σz ezt
At Ht Ht| A|t = Σt Σt

Let,

αt = vec(At ) σt = diag(Σt )
αt = αt−1 + Seαt
2
log(σt2 ) = log(σt−1
) + Itσ

2

Φt = Φt−1 + QΦ eΦ
t
Pt = Pt−1 + QP ePt
The estimation involves the following time-varying and non-time varying parameters,
A. Non-Time Varying Parameters
1. Risks :B0 , B1
2. Dividend :
3. P/D Ratio:

σd
σz

4. Innovations of parameter drifts :

S, W, QΦ , QP

B. Time-Varying Parameters
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1. Stochastic Volatility :
2. Exposure :

αt , σt

Φ0,t , Φt

3. P/D ratio coecients :

P0,t , P1,t

The model in is basically a regression model with random coecients and covariances. The
Bayesian framework, which views parameters as random variables, is the most natural approach in this setting
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Risk Factors

Estimating a model as specied above involves a very signicant identication assumption
that the VAR innovations are the fundamental sources of risk (eq. 1). The loose justication
is that if the sources of risk are macro-factors whose persistence is Ill understood by the
market participants then VAR innovations are roughly 'Risks' they are worried about. What
I need is a statistical description of the perceived undiversifable risks for a representative
investor of an asset class.
To this end the risk factors are estimated using a Block Principal Component method. 20
macroeconomic series are classied into 3 categories - Real, Credit and Prices.

The data

is made unit less by taking log dierences . Lastly the rst (static) principal component is
taken as a summary statistic of the category. The duration of the data is Jan 1948 (Q1)
- 2007 (Q2) and is sampled at a quarterly frequency. Most of the data on factors is taken
from the

F RED - FRB(St.

Louis) website. The data on dividend growth and price-dividend

ratio is from Shiller's dataset.
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Gibbs Sampler - Estimation Algorithm

The complete Gibbs sampling procedure is detailed in the appendices of Primiceri (2005)
or Cogley and Sargent (2005).

Here I sketch the MCMC algorithm used to sample from

the joint posterior of the parameters describing the statistical model outlined above. The
estimation involves two blocking schemes
1. Divide the entire joint posterior into 3 Independent Blocks - Factor, Dividend Growth
and Price-Dividend Ratio
2. Divide each of the above into appropriate sub conditional blocks

8.1

Priors

I choose the priors following Primeceri(2005).The choice of priors is motivated by their intuitiveness and statistical convenience in the applications. The key priors for this estimation
are as follows



Non Time Varying Coecients - Normal
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Figure 2:

Gibbs Block



hyper parameters : Q,W,S - Inverse-Wishart



Time Varying Parameters : Initial state - Normal

First 20 observations are used to calibrate the hyper parameters of the prior distributions.
The following table summarizes the choice of priors : The parameters

{kW , kS , kQP hi , kQP } pa-

rameterize the prior scale matrix. The results here are presented for the values {.01,.01,.1,.1}.
However, the results are sensitive to choice of the last two parameters.

8.2

Factor Block : (αT , σ T , S, W, B0 , B1)

Firstly I put the Factor Block in vectorized notation to get the following

|
x
Xt = XL,t
B + A−1
t Σt et
where

XL,t = I ⊗ [1 Xt−1 ]

Let,

αt = vec(At ) σt = diag(Σt ) B = vec[B00 ; B1 ]
I also have,

αt = αt−1 + Seαt
2
log(σt2 ) = log(σt−1
) + Itσ

2

p(B|X T , AT , ΣT ) ∝ p(B)L(X T |B, AT , ΣT )
Now the estimation involves drawing from 3 Gibbs blocks
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B0 , B1
σd2
σz2
W
S
QP hi
QP
α0
log(σ 2 )0
Φ0
P0

N (BOLS , 4 ∗ V (BOLS ))
2
, 2)
IW (σd,OLS
2
IW (σz,OLS , 2)
2
IW ((kW )2 (2 + size(W ) ∗ V (log(σOLS
)), 2 + size(W ))
2
IW ((kS ) (2 + size(S) ∗ V ((AOLS )), 2 + size(S))
IW ((kQΦ )2 ∗ τ ∗ V ((ΦOLS )), τ ))
IW ((kQP )2 ∗ τ ∗ V ((POLS )), τ ))
N (AO LS, V (AO LS))
2
N (log(σ0,OLS
, 4 ∗ I))
N (ΦO LS, V (ΦO LS))
N (PO LS, V (PO LS))

Table 1:
1.

Priors

B|X T , AT , ΣT
p(B|X T , AT , ΣT ) ∝ p(B)L(X T |B, AT , ΣT )
With the choice of normal priors, this density is also normal.

2.

αT , S|X T , B, ΣT
Rewrite the Factor Equation as follows,

|
At (Xt − XL,t
B) = Σt ext
Since,

At

is triangular,

|
(Xt − XL,t
B) = Z(Xt , XL,t )αt + Σt ext

αt = αt−1 + Seαt
I have a Linear-Gaussian State Space and draws of

αT

can be drawn using a standard

Forward (Kalman) Filter- Backward Sampler Algorithm
3.

ΣT |X T , B, AT

As before I have,

|
At (Xt − XL,t
B) = X ∗ = Σt ext
I get a linear version by squaring and taking logs,

X ∗∗ = log(σt )2 + ut
2
log(σt2 ) = log(σt−1
) + Wtσ
Now I have a Linear State Space System, but
all (1998) procedure to draw

Σt
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ut

2

is not Gaussian, So I use the Kim et

Dividend Block : (ΦT , QΦ , σd |gdT , X T )

8.3
I have,

d
= [1 Xt ]| Φt + σd edt+1
gt+1

Φt = Φt−1 + QΦ eΦ
t
So,

Φt

can be estimated using the Forward (Kalman) Filter - Backward Sampler algo-

rithm.
Conditioning on

8.4

ΦT , QΦ

can be drawn from a Inverse-Wishart

Price Dividend Ratio Block
zt = P0,t + P1,t Xt + σz ezt
Pt = Pt−1 + QP ePt

The draws are similar to the dividend block

λt
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- CrossEquation Restrictions

Modifying the cross-equation restrictions from a constant parameter model I have that

λt

satises

|
A0 (Θt ) = λ0,t + (λ|1,t + κ1,t P1,t
)B0,t + k0,t − P0,t + Φ0,t
|
A1 (Θt ) = λ|1,t Ht + k1,t P1,t
Ht ]
|
|
A2 (Θt ) = (λ|1,t + k1,t P1,t
)B1,t − P1,t
+ Φ|1,t
I have the following cross-equation restrictions,

A0 (Θt ) +

A1 (Θt )| A1 (Θt ) σd2
+
=0
2
2
A2 (Θt ) = 0

I can do this for each draw from the joint posterior, but the results here are based on mean
posterior estimates
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10.1

Results
Changing Extent

The table of gures below shows that all the factors demonstrate a signicant heterogeneity
in how the extent of risk has changed over time.

The real factor in some sense outlines

the great moderation eect with steady decline in volatility post 1980. The credit factor on
average shows less trend but spikes in 1980. The price factor generally tracks the behavior of
energy prices and has an upward trend in the volatility. Further, an interesting phenomenon,
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the correlation between the real and credit factor has a downward trend after 1980 data.
This patterns is consistent with results of Campbell et all (2011), where they emphasize that
changing the real nominal covariance is crucial to generate right co-movements in bonds and
stock returns. They also hint at economic mechanisms causing these shifts. These trends
emphasize that the risk environment faced by the investor has changed in varied ways.
Real

Credit

Prices

Real/Credit Correlation

Table 2:

10.2

Changing Extent of Risk -

Ht

Changing Exposure

Exposure refers to how sensitive is the aggregate dividend growth to the underlying factors.
The results indicate that on average the exposure to real factor has been at over the time
horizon. As for the credit factor it seems that the exposure starts out high in the beginning of
the sample then declines in the Pre-Volker period and then rises back until the mid-90's and
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then again declines before rising towards the end. These variations could pick up changes in
the underlying composition of the aggregate stock market which ultimately may be linked
to sectoral changes in the economy.However the time-variation in this variable is not very
tightly estimated and depends on the choice of priors, so more work needs to be done before
looking for what underlying changes in the economy is picked up by these trends.
Real

Credit

Prices

Table 3:

10.3

Changing Exposure -

Φt

Changing Sensitivities

As a measure of pricesensitivities, here I plot the absolute value of

λt .

This comes out of the

cross-equation restrictions assumed in the previous section. These price sensitivities capture
the investor specic changes implied by the how the price-dividend ratio has been behaving
in the relevant time horizon. In a standard C-CAPM model these would be the measured
as the risk aversion. In other contexts, this could be some preference shock such as habitpersistence or capture some eect like the changing identity of the marginal investor. Overall
it seems that these sensitivities peaked in the mid-80's and have declined since. There is a
lot of business cycle level variations and we see patterns of countercylical market price of
risk for all the elements.
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Real

Credit

Prices

Table 4:
10.4

Changing Sensitivities -

|λt |

Equity Premium

A measure of conditional equity premium is negative of covariance between the excess returns and the stochastic discount factor.

Given the estimated parameters I can work the

conditional equity premium as a function of all the time varying parameters as follows,

Ept = −cov(mt+1 , rt+1 ) − 0.5σt2 (rt+1 )
This measure in some sense captures the interaction of time varying components identied
earlier in an interpretable economic object. My analysis highlights an important fact that to
get a complete sense of whats going on it is important to ask also if changing exposure and
changing price sensitivities also contribute to the overall result.

Since these interact with

each other in a nonlinear fashion, the eect may mot be easy to decompose.

10.5

Market Price of Risk

Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) dene the conditional market price of risk as the ratio of
the conditional standard deviation of a stochastic discount factor to its conditional mean.
In our log normal setup this is (approximately) given by

σt (log(Mt+1 )) =
12

p |
(λ1 Ht Ht| λ1 )

(a)

Conditional Equity Premium
Figure 3:

(b)

Conditional Equity Premium with Realized Excess Returns

Conditional Equity Premium

Our estimation shows a lot of variation in the market price of risk. Since its structure is a bit
simpler than the equity premium, I can see which components are important and how they
have changed through time. Figure 4 shows the behavior of the Market Price of Risk relative
to moving average of the realized sharpe ratio on aggregate returns. The market price of
risk is countercyclical and shows three regimes -Low before 1970, High - during 1970-1990
and again low during the late 1990 and early 2000's. I can decompose further the market
price of risk using into the factor components and their cross-eects.

σt (log(Mt+1 )) =

p |
(λ1 Ht Ht| λ1 )

so,

!
σt2 (log(Mt+1 )) =

X

λ2 (i)t Ωt (i, i) + 2

i

X

λt (i)λt (j)Ωt (i, j)

i6=j

|
where Ωt = Ht Ht and i, j ∈ {Real, Credit, Prices}
So taking time averages I have the following decomposition,

2
Mean[σt (log(Mt+1 ))]=1.5 =

Real

Real

Credit

Prices

0.39

-0.0315

.004

Credit

-0.0315

0.57

.0047

Prices

0.004

.0008

.0670

This decomposition highlights the importance of the interaction of the extent and pricesensitivity of the credit risk in explaining the overall behavior of market price of risk. The
contribution of risks from energy prices is negliglible.
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(a)

MPR

Figure 4:
11

(b)

MPR with Market Sharpe Ratio

Mean and Quantiles for components of

At

Conclusion and Next Steps

The analysis above points to the fact that while interpreting temporal changes in asset prices,
it is important to look for variation in dierent component and interpret their interaction
with some theory.

The attempt here is to take a rst step in that direction.

there are a lot of shortcomings and scope for investigating alternatives.

Admittedly

Besides checking

robustness to priors and alternative choices for factors, I think the following directions are
important.

11.1

Alternative Cross-Equation Restrictions

What are the correct cross-equation restrictions in a model with time-varying parameters ?
In this paper I have taken a `Level 1' stand as a starting point. This buys me the ability
to estimate the model entirely with the Gibbs Sampler. However alternative cross-equation
restrictions may be more appropriate in a setting with time-varying parameters.



Level 1 : Non-Bayesian Agents observe the parameters, econometricians does not The
fact that agents are referred to as Non-Bayesian is underline the fact that these agents
see the parameters but dont take into account the fact that they are stochastic. This
allows us to use similar cross-equation restriction as in a constant parameter model.
A loose justication would be to capture some kind of anticipated utility behavior or
myopia of the agents.



Level 2 : Agents are Bayesian and observe the parameters, econometricians does not
This refers to the fact that agents acknowledge the stochastic nature of the parameters.
At this point we have also have to take stand on whether and how they care for risk
embedded in the parameters. This requires consider the parameters as additional state
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Figure 5:

Decomposing the Market Price of Risk

variables and deal with non-linearities. A simple example shows how the non linearities
arise in this setup : Consider a Linear-Gaussian State Space representation

xt+1 = Axt + Bext
Et Lyt+1 = M yt + Gxt
Now replace

A

by a process

state process with

At ,

At = At−1 + eA
t ,

this means that we have to augment the

and it introduces cross products of the nature

(At .xt ).

In our

setting these non-linearities will be important perturbation methods involving higher
order approximations might be needed.



Level 3 : Agents do not observe the parameters and learn them This introduces an
additional, but important aspect of how do the agents learn these parameters,which
will be hidden state variables for the agents.
In summary, at each level I go deeper in the issue of how to interpret the equilibrium
at the cost of adding computational/ approximation concerns
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(a)

Real

(b)

Figure 6:

(a)

A

(c)

Prices

(c)

Prices

Eigen Value distribution for Factors

Real
Figure 7:

Credit

(b)

Credit

Loadings of the First Principal Component

Loadings and Eigenvalues for PCA

The gures below show the eigen value distribution for the static PCA of the factors.Except
the Real Block the rst pricipal component captures most of the variation in the block. Next
I plot the loadings of the rst pricipal component.It is observed that,
1. The Real Factor loads primarily on durable consumption (PCDG) and Industrial Production Index of Business Equipment.
2. The Credit Factor loads heavily on the 3month Tbill and spreads on risky securities
3. The Prices Factor loads on energy prices.

B

Details of the sampler

The results above are based on draw size of 100000 with a burn-in of 10000.
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C

Estimation Details

C.1

Factor Block
|
x
Xt = XL,t
B + A−1
t Σt et

where

XL,t = I ⊗ [1 Xt−1 ]
αt = vec(At ) σt = diag(Σt ) B = vec[B00 ; B1 ]
αt = αt−1 + Seαt
2
log(σt2 ) = log(σt−1
) + Wtσ

2

The details of the estimation of this block are based on Primeceri(2005). The results are
split by the block structure used to estimate the Factor Block.

C.1.1

Posterior for B
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Figure 9:
C.1.2

At ,

Posterior for S

S

(a)

Mean

Figure 8:

(b)
Mean and Quantiles for components of
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At

Quantiles

C.1.3

Σt ,

W

(a)

Mean

Figure 10:

(b)
Mean and Quantiles for components of

Figure 11:
C.2

Posterior for W

Dividend Block
d
gt+1
= [1 Xt ]| Φt + σd edt+1

Φt = Φt−1 + QΦ eΦ
t

19

Quantiles

log(Σ)

(a)

Mean

Figure 12:

(b)
Mean and Quantiles for components of

Figure 13:
C.3

Posterior for

QΦ

Price Dividend Ratio Block
zt = P0,t + P1,t Xt + σz ezt
Pt = Pt−1 + QP ePt
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Φt

Quantiles

(a)

Mean

Figure 14:

(b)
Mean and Quantiles for components of

Figure 15:
D

Posterior for

Quantiles

¶t

QP

Convergence and Other Diagnostics

To assess the convergence of the markov chain, following diagnostics are monitored
1. Recursive Means
2. Autocorrelation in the draws at various lags

D.1

Factor Block

The following tables provide the convergence diagnostics for the non-time varying parameters
in the Factor Block :
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B0,B1

(a)

Recursive Mean

(b)

Autocorrelations

(c)

Recursive Mean

(d)

Autocorrelations

(e)

Recursive Mean

(f )

Autocorrelations

S

W

Table 5:

Factor Block Diagnostics
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D.2

Dividend Block

The following tables provide the convergence diagnostics for the non-time varying parameters in the
Dividend Block :

QΦ

(a)

Recursive Mean

(b)

Autocorrelations

(c)

Recursive Mean

(d)

Autocorrelations

σd

Table 6:
D.3

Dividend Block Diagnostics

Price Dividend Ratio Block

The following tables provide the convergence diagnostics for the non-time varying parameters in the
Price- Dividend Ratio Block :
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QP

(a)

Recursive Mean

(b)

Autocorrelations

(c)

Recursive Mean

(d)

Autocorrelations

σd

Table 7:
E

Price - Dividend Block Diagnostics

Robustness to priors

[to be added]
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